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Ask Less, Get More:
Side-Channel Signal Hiding, Revisited

Itamar Levi, Davide Bellizia, David Bol, and François-Xavier Standaert

Abstract—Signal hiding countermeasures have been extensively
investigated in the early side-channel attacks’ literature. Due to
design and physical imperfections, their stand-alone use only
leads to a limited reduction of the attacks’ complexity. As a result,
more algorithmic countermeasures providing a more formal cost
vs. security tradeoff (e.g., shuffling and masking) have gained
more attention. Yet, since the cost associated with these is high,
designers aim at combining countermeasures, leveraging the
strength of each. In this manuscript, we demonstrate that by
asking less to both signal hiding and algorithmic countermeasures
(as stand-alone), we can develop combined countermeasures that
indeed provide higher security at lower cost. For this purpose,
we show how we can stack signal reduction and amplitude
randomization techniques with ultra low cost automatic design
flows and standard tools, and reach attractive security levels in
combination with masking. Concretely, we examine two natu-
ral strategies for signal hiding and their combination: namely
WDDL and a simple, local, scalable and easy-to-implement
noise generation engine. A 65nm technology ASIC is evaluated
with multiple isolated AES cores, leveraging recent information
theoretic bounds which are connected to masking security proofs,
significantly reducing the side-channel information leakage. We
further quantify performance gains for masked designs.

Index Terms—Differential Power Analysis, DPA, Dual-Rail
Logic Styles, Hardware Security, Information Theoretic Metrics,
Randomization, Side-Channel Signal Hiding, Worst-Case Secu-
rity Evaluation, Noise Emulation, Masking.

INTRODUCTION

S IDE-channel countermeasures already have a long history
of (partial) successes and failures. There exists a rich

literature detailing solutions to mitigate physical leakages at
various abstraction levels. At the implementation level, hiding
the side-channel signal has been proposed, for example by
trying to balance the power consumed by a target device thanks
to dual-rail logic styles [1]. At the design level, randomizing
the data (i.e. masking [2]) and the execution of the algorithm’s
operations (i.e. shuffling [3]) have been proposed with the goal
to amplify implementation level countermeasures. Finally, at
the protocol level, leakage-resilient modes of operation have
been proposed in order to make the exploitation of the side-
channel signal more difficult, computationally [4].

One common pattern shared by these different protections is
that their early instances usually fell short in solving the side-
channel issue, because of various types of physical defaults.
Hence, their stand-alone use only leads to a limited reduction
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of the attacks’ complexity. For example, dual-rail logic styles
were shown to suffer from the difficulty to perfectly balance
the power consumption due to routing constraints and devices
mismatch [5]; masking was shown to suffer from glitches [6]
and couplings [7] and shuffling from the need for the shuffled
operations to leak according to similar models [8], [9]. The
main (informal) consequences of these negative results are
(i) the heuristic rule-of-thumb that “side-channel security can
only be obtained with a combination of countermeasures”,
leaving researchers in hardware security with the challenge of
determining how to obtain the best security level at the lowest
cost; and (ii) a faster development for countermeasures coming
with better formalization, enabling to state clear guidelines for
implementers.

In this context, masking has been among the fastest pro-
gressing countermeasures over the last decade, in good part
due to an excellent combination of practical and theoretical
progresses. On the practical side, concrete solutions have been
formalized in order to maintain security amplification even in
the presence of physical defaults such as glitches [10]. On
a more theoretical side, abstract models allowing automated
security proofs have been introduced [11], [12], extended
to enable composability reasoning [13], and connected to
more and more practically-relevant models [14]. Recent works
even combined these practical and theoretical progresses into
unified approaches [15], [16]. The combination of these results
sets a sound basis to discuss the security vs. performance
tradeoff of masked implementations with various number of
shares. It also provides the adequate background to investigate
different optimizations, for example in order to reduce the
randomness cost of these implementations [17].

By contrast, progresses on lower-level protections for side-
channel signal hiding have been scarcer. One reason for that
is that countermeasures such as dual-rail logic styles are not
easily captured by theoretical analysis: they do not come
with a security parameter and can only bring a constant
(technology-dependent) security improvement. Another reason
is that noise addition solutions, which are more scalable, do not
provide a satisfactory security parameter, since they essentially
lead to linear security improvements at the cost of linear
cost/performance overheads. In this manuscript we aim at
pushing forward a sound methodology for combining counter-
measures as to gain more than each independently. An example
in that initial direction was demonstrated in [18] where a table
lookup based masking was combined with WDDL circuits to
compansate the parts where it was weaker (i.e. leaks more).
In this work we aim at stacking countermeasures “on-top” of
each other in order to amplify their effect.
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Our starting observation is that the more limited progresses
of side-channel signal hiding are in part due to an improper
(too demanding) goal. By nature, it is hard to argue strong
security in the cryptographic sense (i.e. exponential security
increase at the cost of polynimial overheads) based on physical
countermeasures only. Hence, quantifying them based on the
amount of security they provide as a stand-alone countermea-
sure is unlikely to bring convincing results (as the literature
on dual-rail logic styles typically suggests).

Following, we revisit side-channel signal hiding and show
that by asking less to such countermeasures, they can be an
ideal complement to design leveled countermeasures with (for
example) masking and lead to high security levels much more
efficiently than without hiding. Informally, we show that since
masking can be viewed as a noise amplification, increasing the
noise, reducing the signal (or both) with side-channel signal
hiding, before increasing the number of shares, is in general
a good approach. In this paper we deal with how to do that.

Our main contributions in this respect are:
1) We analyze two natural strategies for side-channel sig-

nal hiding and their combination. First, the previously
introduced WDDL logic style [1] which is among the
most popular and understood dual-rail precharge circuits.
Next, a simple, local, scalable and easy-to-implement
noise generation engine is demonstrated. Both contribute
to significantly reducing the information leakage.

2) We analyze these two solutions and their combination
based on simulations and on a taped out ASIC in a
65nm technology. For this purpose, we show that simple
metrics such as the (side-channel) Signal-to-Noise Ratio
(SNR) [19] are not sufficient to capture complex leakage
measurements (e.g. mixture distributions). We therefore
use the recent information theoretic bounds [20] which
can directly be connected to masking security proofs [14].

Based on these results, we quantify the performance gains that
can be obtained by applying the proposed “ask less, get more”
strategy to a masked implementation on a similar ASIC. We
conclude that it offers a relevant way to combine counter-
measures, and that side-channel signal hiding revisited in this
way is an interesting building block for the design of secure
and efficient implementations. Our results therefore open a
possibility to revisit various other hiding countermeasures.

Paper organization. The manuscript starts with introduc-
ing the main objectives of the research and the relevant
prior art. We follow with briefly surveying the implemented
signal-reduction technique and noise-amplification technique
in Section I as well as a brief elaboration on the tools
we use for security evaluation. Section I is concluded with
describing what can be theoretically achieved with masking
in combination with hiding. We then present our contributions
starting with an analysis on the extent of signal reduction, the
proposed noise generation engine and the proposed locality
driven architecture (in Section II). After we layout the main
principles and building blocks used, we follow with a post
fabrication security analysis in Section III. We then conclude
the manuscript with a cost versus security tradeoff results
and discussion, and an analysis of the theoretical benefits

possible for masked designs adopting the proposed approach
(Section IV). In Appendix A we elaborate on the automated
design flow used and in Appendix B we elaborate on the
security level subjected to environmental factors.

I. BACKGROUND

In this section, we recall the structure, operation and a brief
description of the used signal-reduction technique, namely
Wave Dynamic Differential Logic (WDDL) [1]. We follow
with a short background and discussion on randomization
techniques. We then follow with a short security metrics
overview and a discussion of using our “ask less, get more”
approach as we theoretically combine it with masking.

Notations. In this manuscript, variables are denoted with
(italic) capital letters, sampled values with lowercase letters,
functions with sans serif fonts and vectors with bold letters. We
use standard notations for the mean (µ) and standard deviation
(σ), and we denote with fµ,σ(x) the probability density of a
normal distribution N (µ, σ2) for a random variable X with
realization x. We denote the (cumulative) probability with
Pr(x ≤ α) and the conditional one with Pr(x ≤ α|β).

A. Signal Reduction

With the aim of focusing on signal reduction techniques,
which can be implemented with standard cell libraries and
tools, we recall the structure of a Dual-Rail Precharge (DRP)
circuit and exemplify it with the WDDL logic style. Referring
to Fig. 1(a) which illustrates the output voltage (V) and
dissipated current (I) of a standard CMOS logic operation
(f), it is clear that as the gate’s output toggles, CMOS gates
draw current which depends on the type of output transition.
Whereas, if the output is stable, only leakage current flows
through the power supply. A Dual-Rail encoding, as illustrated
in Fig. 1(b), fixes the first problem: in addition to f, f ′ is
implemented and complements the drawn current. In turn, it
becomes insensitive to the type of output transition. However,
some information is still leaking through the power supply
current on the existence of an output toggle.

To fix this issue, dual rail precharge, DRP, logic was
proposed, fostering a pre-computation Return-To-Zero (RTZ)
spacer. That is, before each computation all the outputs are
forced to ‘0’ voltage. As a consequence, exactly one of
the complementary outputs rises to a logical ‘1’ in each
computation cycle, concluding in similar current activity in
each cycle, as illustrated in Fig. 1(c). One implementation of
such a scheme is WDDL logic. In a WDDL circuit (Fig. 1(d)),
each AND in the original circuit is appended with an additional
OR. The inputs of this OR are complemented. Similarly, each
OR is appended with an additional AND. As a result, for each
gate output signal, it’s complemented version is generated.

Concretely, samplers (Flip Flops) are duplicated and the
input of one of the Flip Flops is inverted. Inverters (NOT
functions) are generated by simple wire-crossing (as the
complemented versions were already generated). In addition,
the precharge signal can be derived from the main clock by
using NOR gates at the inputs of the circuit following the
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Fig. 1: Signal Reduction with standard devices: (a) CMOS
single-rail gate, (b) Dual-Rail logic, (c) Dual-Rail Precharge
(DRP) logic with RTZ coding, and (d) DRP example from
standard-libraries cells. The ‘′’ on f represents a complement.

samplers, as illustrated on the figure. These induce a ‘0’ spacer
before a computation starts at the circuit inputs, which then
travels/propagates throughout the entire circuit.

In practice though, devices are not ideally symmetric nor is
it possible to argue that electronic manufacturing (i.e. optical
processes) can balance their physical characteristics and con-
clude in a perfectly constant power dissipation. Examples of
known issues which break the symmetry assumption include
complementary gates that do not have the same physical
structure such as NANDs & NORs. Besides, even proximate
transistors behave differently (due to process variations, mis-
match etc.). In fact, any physical element such as routing
may not be matched, either due to variations or due design
tools limitations. And on top of all those, signal integrity and
couplings affect different elements in different times , making
perfect symmetry assumptions hardly realistic. Therefore, our
goal is to deal with such imperfections and build up on this
(limited) asymmetry in order to provide sound security claims.

For this purpose, the first ingredient we make use of is
a standard DRP logic style for which the goal is only to
reduce the side-channel signal (but not to annihilate it). In
addition, usability is an important goal as well (i.e. we want
this tool be simple and generic) and we propose an automated
design flow to achieve this which is easy, fully standard
and does not have any special requirements which may be
hard to fulfill in real life design tools (e.g. Fat Wires or
Backend Duplication [21], [22]) nor does it require custom
design libraries. As will be discussed in the following, taking
this approach of first reducing the signal will allow smaller
additional noise generation and amplification requirements.

B. Noise Generation
In this subsection, we discuss some known techniques to

generate noise and their associated cost. In addition, we mo-
tivate the use of True Random Number Generators (TRNGs),
which have very low implementation cost. We also motivate
why it might come as a useful complement for masked designs.

The efficient generation of physical noise in electronic cir-
cuits is a long lasting challenge. Generally, to increase the ef-
fective noise in the leakage, designers make use of RNGs. True

Random Number Generators (TRNGs) exploit and extract
randomness from physical noise sources in electronic systems.
Traditionally, they are classified according to the mechanisms
from which the noise is extracted. The two main groups are
the metastability based and phase-jitter based generators. The
first class aims to amplify very small voltage/current noise
in a metastable structure (e.g. back-to-back inverter pairs,
memory or flip flop elements), and to extract the final stable
value. The second class, which we use next, aims to extract
randomness from noise in the time domain. Many examples
exist for oscillator based TRNGs (e.g. [23], [24]). Lately, [25],
[26], proposed ultra small TRNGs which extracts randomness
from phase-jitter in the time domain by utilizing a slow clock
sampling a very high frequency jittery oscillator. Due to the
expertise needed in designing TRNGs (and their increased
sensitivity to external conditions), an alternative is to use
Pseudo Random Number Generators (PRNGs). They generate
numbers which are computationally hard to distinguish from
uniform but are deterministic. For example, one of NIST
PRNG recommendations is based on a cipher in counter (CTR)
mode. While such PRNGs allow simpler security evaluations,
they usually come at a very high electronic cost and low
throughput, whereas TRNGs, under some assumptions, can
be made significantly smaller ( [25], [26]).

In this work, we therefore focus on area/energy-efficient
solutions which can be embedded locally per module (e.g.
operations on small four/eight-bit operands). For this purpose,
we make use of tiny TRNGs seeding highly efficient amplitude
randomization techniques. The proposed technique is based on
fully EDA-supported flow for power gating, with standard cells
libraries, which makes it very attractive. It is important to em-
phasize that alternative approach would be to leverage global
amplitude randomization. Though system level solutions are
highly attractive, they typically require some analog-circuits
sub-parts, and in most cases are area-costly and requires
micorelectronic expertise. For example, in [27], [28], global
power regulators were proposed, assisted by randomization for
some parameters of the regulator, concluding in a controlled
randomized behavior. In this context, global implies that these
mechanisms are not always small in area or they require
special design and attention to affect/protect independently
tiny parts of the system. For example, considering either a
tampering adversary or a localized adversary with an EM
probe, could lead to powerful attacks [29] on global building
blocks. While such localized attacks are beyond the scope of
this paper, they serve as a motivation for our localized noise
generation engines. Despite these general remarks, we want
to underline a break-through example for using regulators
in a local way with a rather low-cost; this approach was
investigated in [30], [31]. We believe, this is indeed a very
interesting (localized) approach to examine, implement on a
full system and evaluate for silicon results following the same
lines of our “Ask Less, Get More” strategy.

C. Security Evaluation Tools

In this subsection we introduce tools for the two key steps
in the security evaluations used in this work: first, identifying
Points-of-Interest (POIs) in the leakage (where maximum
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information is leaked), and next, bounding the security level of
a device. For the latter we utilize well investigated information
theoretic tools which were adjusted to the context of side-
channel security evaluations and can be used for upper/lower
bounding the worst-case security level of a leaking device.
We consider an adversary who exploits a divide-and-conquer
approach over an s bits subpart of the secret variable (s ≤ m,
where m the total number of state bits).

1) Identifying Points Of Interest: Many tools exist to
identify POIs. As in this work we do not mask or split
computations over multiple cycles, we focus on univariate
analysis. That is, we ask which is the POI which is most
informative. We tackle this question with several different
tools: (1) attack based approach — we perform Moment-
Correlating-Profiled DPA (MCP-DPA) attacks and standard
profiling based attacks over time; (2) Signal-to-Noise ratio
(SNR) and evaluation over time. We follow by finding the time
sample which maximize either the attack Success Rate (SR) or
the SNR. In most cases these two tools were consistent in the
resulted POIs. However, the SNR was (1) faster to converge vs.
the number of samples and (2) faster to compute as compared
to MCP-DPA. Therefore, keeping one tool for presentation we
focus on the SNR.

As introduced in [19] and investigated in numerous works,
the SNR (in the side-channel sense) aims at indicating the
univariate informativeness of a leakage time sample. To do
so, signal and noise components are estimated. The Signal (i.e.
the nominator) is estimated by first averaging out the noise per
secret variable state (y), and then computing the variance over
y. The Noise (i.e. the denominator) first captures the level
of noise (variance) per y state, and averages over the states.
Clearly the SNR can be reduced by either reducing the signal
or increasing the noise. Both solutions are investigated in this
manuscript. Precisely, the SNR is defined as:

SN̂R(t) =
vâry(Êi(L

i,t
y ))

Êy(vâri(L
i,t
y ))
·

It is important to highlight that as the univariate SNR and
DPA attacks utilize some simplifying statistical assumptions
regarding the leakage distribution, a verification step was
performed. We cross-checked the chosen POIs and examined
linear-regression models and the IT metrics described below
vs. time (whereas the IT metrics utilize minimal statistical
assumptions on the leakage). We found the results for the
sake of (qualitatively) detecting POIs to be almost always
consistent. As will be clear next, a different conclusion will
hold for the quantitative worst-case estimation of complex
leakages. Yet, since the computation of IT metrics is more
resource-consuming and slower (per time sample), using the
(simpler) SNR to find POIs served as a valuable speedup.

2) Information Theoretic Evaluation - Bounding the Secu-
rity Level with IT metrics: In order to evaluate the security
of our designs, we utilize a well known information theoretic
(IT) metric, namely the Mutual Information (MI) [14], [32]:

MI(Y ; LY ) = H(Y)−
∑
y∈Y

Pr[y] ·
∑
l∈LY

fch[l|y] · log2(fch[y|l]),

(1)

where H[Y] is the entropy of the sensitive variable Y and
fch[l|y] is the conditional PDF of the leakage l from a chip
(ch), given the secret manipulation of y. As a result, fch[y|l]
can be computed by Bayes’ theorem. Note that in case a
randomizing countermeasure is used, fch[l|y] is then written as
a mixture. For example, assuming a Gaussian noise, it would
be worth fch[l|yi] =

∑
r∈R

N(l|yi, r, σ2
n), where R represents

the set of all possible randomizer states. As explained and
demonstrated in [14], [32], the MI metric quantifies how much
can be learned on Y from the leakage LY, and determines
the worst case attack complexity. Yet, concretely, this quantity
cannot be directly computed since the true chip distribution
fch[l|y] is unknown and can only be estimated. As a result, we
use two alternative quantities, the Perceived Information (PI)
and Hypothetical Information (HI). As demonstrated in [20], if
based on a non-parametric estimation of the leakage function
(i.e. a non-parametric model), they serve as lower and upper
bounds to the MI. Precisely:

P̂I(Y ; LY ) = H(Y)−
∑
y∈Y

Pr[y] ·
∑
l∈LY

f̂ch[l|y] · log2(̃fmo[y|l]),

(2)
ĤI(Y ; LY ) = H(Y)−

∑
y∈Y

Pr[y] ·
∑
l∈LY

f̃mo[l|y] · log2(̃fmo[y|l]).

(3)
In these equations, f̂ch[l|yi] represents the samples of the
true distributions collected during the test phase (intuitively
corresponding to the empirical distribution) while f̃mo[yi|l] is
the PDF corresponding to the adversarial model (mo), esti-
mated during a profiling phase. Roughly, the PI is the amount
of information that can be extracted from a leaking device
thanks to an estimated statistical model, possibly biased due to
estimation and assumption errors. It is computed by testing the
model against fresh samples from the chip distribution. The HI
is the amount of information that would be extracted from an
hypothetical device exactly following the model distribution.
It is computed by testing the model against itself. Roughly, the
simplest solution to estimate these metrics is sampling based
estimation, using cross-validation for the PI and without cross-
validation for the HI. For both metrics, we next considered
histogram-based models allowing us to lower and upper bound
the worst-case MI.

D. Masking after side-channel signal hiding

As a side remark in this section, and as a motivation for
the proposed side-channel signal hiding solutions, we examine
the case of a masked implementation. In this context, let us
assume that we do not try to build perfectly balanced circuits,
but rather that our goal is to reduce the side-channel leakage
at limited cost. Masking is a well understood countermeasure
theoretically against Side-Channel Attacks. It works by split-
ting any sensitive variable (s) of an implementation into d
shares, where d-1 of those are drawn at random and the dth

share complies with s = s1⊕s2⊕···⊕sd, where ⊕ is a group
addition operation in a finite-field (XOR in the binary case).
Computations should be performed on the shared variables
only. Under the assumption that the leakages produced during
the manipulation of the shares can be written as a linear
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Fig. 2: MI of a masked design vs. SNR, illustrating the
required number of shares in order to reach a given security
goal for devices with different SNR values.

function of the underlying shares leakages, which is frequently
referred to as masking’s independence assumption, it amplifies
the noise in the leakages, and therefore the implementation
security. In essence, this amplification is obtained by forcing
the adversary to estimate a higher-order statistical moment of
the leakage distribution: a task of which the data complexity
grows exponentially in the number of shares [2], [14], [33].
The lowest key-dependent moment of the leakage is denoted
as the (statistical) security order.

Informally, masking can be viewed as a noise amplification.
Hence, increasing the noise, reducing the signal (or doing
both) with side-channel signal hiding before increasing the
number of shares is in general a good approach which may
lead to very high security levels at lower cost than without
hiding. This claim is typically illustrated by Figure 2, where
we show the amount of leakage after masking (on the Y axis,
measured with a mutual information metric), in function of
the level of physical signal and noise in the measurements,
here measured with the SNR. We consider an unprotected
implementation and two masked ones, with d = 2 and d = 4
with sharing over a byte. The leakages were simulated with a
Hamming weight leakage model and additive Gaussian noise.

As we already know from theory, for an unmasked design,
we follow quite nicely a linear trend in log-log scale with
such a model. That is, with d=1 reducing the SNR by an
order of magnitude leads to a similar MI reduction (which is
inversely proportional to the worst-case security level [14]).
Next, as the number of shares d increases, the negative slope
of the MI curves also increases. Therefore, for a given baseline
SNR in our design, to reach a specific security-goal (i.e. MI
value) we should increase d as required. This typically induces
substantial (quadratic) overheads in energy and area. With the
“ask less, get more” approach, we demonstrate that with a
substantially smaller cost, we can reduce the SNR in a way
that will require smaller d values to reach a target security
level, hence reducing the associated quadratic overheads. This
is illustrated on the figure with vertical lines which represent
SNR reduction with methods as will be demonstrated next.

II. LOW-COST SIDE-CHANNEL SIGNAL HIDING

In this section, we first detail on the proposed approach.
We follow with a guided analysis over Analog SPICE simula-

tions while stacking up low cost security measures. First, we
demonstrate the extent of standard signal reduction techniques
and then we embed amplitude randomization circuitry.

As indicated before, our aim is to utilize fully standard,
EDA compatible, and low cost signal reduction techniques.
Our “ask less, get more” approach accepts that the utilized
techniques are not perfect and suffer from shortcomings as
described above. Then, to solve some of their associated in-
herent problems (i.e. though reduced, information still exists),
low cost noise generation techniques which are local are
embedded, further reducing the information content.1

A. The Extent of Signal-Reduction

We start by examining the leakage characteristics of our
WDDL designs, and evaluating their security level. For this
purpose, and as a running example for this section, we have
implemented a tower field AES Sbox in HDL.

We have imported this design into an analog Spice simula-
tion environment after synthesis into an ASIC 65nm technol-
ogy library, performing place-and-route (with Cadence Genus
and Innovus tools, respectively). We followed by asserting all
possible input vectors transitions to the Sbox and measuring
the power supply current. In addition, we have transformed the
same CMOS HDL representation to a WDDL one (the exact
flow is discussed in Appendix A), and did the same.

The upper plots of Fig. 3 illustrate the superimposed
currents of the AES Sbox over time of all possible inputs
transitions. The left plot is for the standard CMOS design
and the right plot for the WDDL design in the evaluation
phase [1] (i.e. after the RTZ spacer). The lower plot of Fig.
3 illustrates the leakage distribution at the computed POI as

1 The locality driven approach is motivated by the need to make it hard
for advanced adversaries (e.g. taking advantage of localized EM techniques).

Fig. 3: Upper plots: simulated current over time for all possible
inputs of a CMOS (left) and a WDDL (right) design (in the
evaluation phase), and Lower plot: the corresponding currents
distribution in a maximum SNR POI.
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Fig. 4: MI computed on the simulated currents: (a) over all
time samples and as a function of the noise level for CMOS
and WDDL, and (b) on the POI which maximize the MI.

indicated on the upper plots. As expected and can be observed
from the figure thanks to visual inspection, the WDDL leakage
distribution is more condensed than the CMOS one, yet still
leads to exploitable leakage. This is exactly the consequence
of the previously mentioned imperfections: even, if we were
to remove place and route steps, which are the hardest to
balance [21], using standard cells primitives will still leak.

We followed by computing information theoretic metrics
from the simulated data as shown in Fig. 4 merely to demon-
strate these claims. In this simulated section, the noise is
assumed to be additive and Gaussian with zero mean. In
our simulated analysis the noise standard variation σn is a
parameter which reflects the true physical noise of the design.
Note that as we are in a simulated setting, we have an exact
knowledge of the leakage distribution so we can directly
compute the MI and do not need the HI/PI bounds.

The MI(t) for all the time samples vs. the simulated noise
level is shown in Fig. 4(a): in red curves the WDDL design
and in blue curves the CMOS design. The most informative
POI matched the one computed by the SNR. The two cor-
responding curves (of maximum information) for CMOS and
WDDL are shown separately in Fig. 4(b) for the precharge
and evaluation phases, and for the high and low phases of
the clock for the CMOS design. It is possible to see that in
the worst case, i.e. the evaluation phase of the WDDL design,
the informativeness of the leakage is ≈ 4 times smaller than
that or the worst case for the CMOS design, i.e. the leakage
in the falling-edge of the clock. Alternatively, to achieve the
same level of security (i.e. informativeness of the leakage), it
is sufficient to have a ≈ 2 times smaller standard deviation of
the noise for the WDDL design.

B. Building Up with Low-Cost Noise Generation

To achieve amplitude noise generation, we first need a
mechanism to inject amplitude noise into the leakage. For this
purpose, we make use of standard cell Power Gating (PG) li-
braries which provide fully characterized pMOS devices which
can be placed on the power network of the system. For each
of our modules under investigation, we place a set of PG cells
(or PGs) in parallel. One of them is always-on (with a logical
‘0’ input) and the rest are asserted with fresh randomness in
each clock cycle. This structure is illustrated in Fig. 5. On the
figure, from left to right, the first (left) setting is the DUT in a
noiseless SPICE simulation environment, the second (middle)
setting is an abstraction with a randomized power network
resistance and the third (right) is the instantiation of PGs to

VDD

σn

VDD

DUT 

VDD

R[0] R[m]

IidealIn +

IVDD

Inoisy

IVDD

Standard-cells Power 

Gates (PGs)

DUT DUT 

Fig. 5: Schematic representation of our design: (a) a noiseless
simulation environment for our DUT (b) a DUT with power
grid randomized resistance and (c) a schematic instantiation
of such a randomizer with power gating pMOS devices.

Fig. 6: Transient analysis over time while triggering all possi-
ble input vectors transitions and looping over the randomizer
states (2n). Left: maximum and minimum current. Right:
minimum and maximum voltage drop.

achieve it. Both CMOS and WDDL designs were embedded
with such mechanisms and simulated. A similar, but more
degenerated approach was taken in [34], [35].

Fig. 6 shows the results from a transient analysis simulation
of the current and voltage drop over time, while triggering all
possible (2n) randomizer states serially, with n, the number of
PGs not tied to ‘0’ set to 4. For each state, all possible input
vectors transitions were serially asserted. On the left plot, the
current drawn for the CMOS (blue) and WDDL (red) design
is shown. The maximum and minimum currents correspond-
ing with the equivalent minimum and maximum power grid
resistance are denoted. On the right plot, the minimum and
maximum power supply voltage drops are denoted (i.e. the
distances from the 1.1V nominal supply voltage). It is possible
to see that each PG state corresponds to a different equivalent
resistance and that the distribution of these average equivalent
resistances is not perfectly uniform.

The second part of our proposed noise generation consists of
a fully standard and low area random sequence generation. For
that purpose, we borrow ideas from [25], [26]. The mechanism
we use is sampling with a slow oscillator (clk signal) an ultra
fast oscillator, which accumulated phase noise (jitter). After
capturing these noisy samples, they are fed into an n-bit shift
register and then fed to our PGs as illustrated in fig. 7.

We denote by Rjnorm the average resistance of the power
network, where j indexes the randomizer state j ∈ {1, .., 2n}.
Ideally, we would like to achieve a uniform distribution of
Rjnorm, but as in the previous section, this is a physically
hard to fulfill goal. To illustrate some tradeoffs and discuss
how well it is possible to optimize the PGs dimensions to
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Fig. 7: Randomizer implementation and equivalent power
gates sizes (in terms of Wmin/Lmin transistors ratio).

(a)

(b)
Fig. 8: Noise generation: (a) simulation of power gates dimen-
sions from PG Sizing A to C where the equivalent-resistance
distribution is uniform, (b) security evaluation (MI) while
increasing the number of states of the randomizer.

uniformly distribute Rjnorm, we demonstrate several different
PG transistors sizing examples, referring next to Fig 8a. With a
clockwise orientation, from top left to bottom right, three PGs
device sizing approaches are demonstrated. In the first, we set
equal device sizing for all PGs. As the PGs are connected
in parallel, there exist many states which will conclude in
the same Rnorm, concluding in a biased distribution. In order
to get a unique Rnorm per-state, each PG should clearly be
sized differently. However, the limiting factors are in fact the
limited set of dimensions we typically have in a standard PGs
library, and the fact that the resistance of the always on PG
biases Rnorm. This becomes a real challenge to find a nice
set of dimensions which both limit the span, minj(Rjnorm)
to maxj(Rjnorm), and the spread of Rjnorm in the range (i.e.
uniformity). The lower right plot illustrates the distribution
we were able to achieve (with this 65nm technology, from
a specific vendor). The lower left plot shows the big span
of optimizations designers have. An important optimization
which should be considered during design stages is that a too-

small spread of the resistances is clearly an issue, and on the
opposite side if the spread is too large and each of the data-
dependent “lobes” is stand-along, an adversary can classify
and exclude all lobes but one, putting us again back to the
starting point. Therefore, we would like to maximize overlap
between data-dependent spreads with the randomization cir-
cuitry, while keeping it’s distribution as close to uniform as
possible. Specifically, for this work the final sizing factors of
our PG devices, in terms of Wmin/Lmin dimensions were
x{8,1,2,4,8} as denoted on Fig. 7.

Fig 8b shows the computed MI (in log scale) vs. the noise
level for the CMOS and WDDL designs embedded with the
proposed randomizer. The black dashed and smooth curves
are the CMOS and WDDL curves without the regulator from
the previous subsection for comparison. As expected, our
distributions are statistical mixtures (with 2n elements), hence,
we fit a Gaussian mixture model for the simulated leakages. In
the figure, we show an analysis of each of the designs while
increasing the #states in the randomizer (by enforcing a ‘0’
input to one PG at a time). With a careful investigation, it is
possible to see that: (1) just adding the randomizer already
increases the security level — this is expected as it decouples
the power grid and low pass filters; (2) as the number of
states in the randomizer increases, the security in high noise
regimes increases (while for extremely low noise levels, it
does not have much impact). Interestingly, in any case the
MI achieved by the WDDL design is more than one order
of magnitude smaller than its randomized CMOS counterpart,
and 1.5 order of magnitude smaller than the clean CMOS
design (for most realistic noise levels). It further illustrate how
even a slightly biased distribution of the randomizer provide
significant improvement.

C. Architecture and Locality

The chosen design manufactured and tested in this work
is an AES encryption core in a parallel loop architecture
(iterations over 16 parallel Sboxes). Each AES 8-bit Sbox is
efficiently implemented in HDL, using tower Galois-field (GF)
arithmetic (precisely, we used GF((24)2)). After synthesis
towards a standard cell library, the process of transforming our
CMOS gate level HDL to a WDDL gate level representation
takes place. Following this step, we embed a synthesized
digital version of our noise generators. In this respect, and
besides our ultra small and low cost design goals, we also
aimed at keeping this part local. For that purpose, each
generator was assigned to a very small partition in the design,
as illustrated in Fig. 9. Overall, the ingredients of our signal
hiding solution are (1) signal reduction, (2) noise generation,
(3) locality, all of this achieved using only (4) fully standard
tools, process flows and libraries.

To be able to embed our noise generators locally in the
physical design, we first divide the entire core (as illustrated
in 10(a)) into small partitions which are affected by at most
8-bit operands/secret variables. This makes a natural choice
for Sboxes, muxes, registers and the key-scheduler. The only
exception was the Mixcolumns hardware which was natu-
rally divided into to 32-bit partitions, concluding in 75 PDs.
Considering Fig. 10(b), after importing the entire design into
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Fig. 9: The ingredients we make use of in our proposed
approach: signal-reduction, noise generation, locality driven
partitioning with standard tools, flows and libraries.
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Fig. 10: AES partitioned into local Power Domains: (a)
schematic representation, (b) physical PDs placement.

a physical implementation tool (P&R), each partition was
placed in a separate Power Domain (PD) with its own noise
generation circuitry. As shown in the figure, it is possible
to nicely pack PDs with minimal spacing constraints. The
power grid supplying the array of randomizers is mashed
across the entire area of the core and each of our cores power
line is supplied by a separate power Analog IO. The average
area of a PD in this technology is 30um2. In state-of-the-art
technologies such approach can conclude in 5− 10um2. Note
that in Section IV we relate more specifically to area overhead.

Architectures and naming conventions: In our ASIC chip,
we have embedded three full architectures with some knobs
to disable the noise generation circuitry:
• CMOS: a reference rolled CMOS architecture.
• R-CMdis: A randomized CMOS architecture. The low-

ercase dis denotes that the randomizer circuit is disabled.
• R-CM: A randomized CMOS architecture where the

randomizer is enabled.

• R-DRdis: A randomized WDDL architecture. The low-
ercase dis denotes that the randomizer circuit is disabled.

• R-DR: A randomized WDDL architecture where the
randomizer is enabled.

III. POST FABRICATION SECURITY ANALYSIS

In this experimental part of the manuscript, we first layout
the baseline conditions of our evaluation environment, then
discuss the evaluation tools we used, and we conclude with
the description of our experimental results.

The architectures from above were designed and taped
out on a 65nm process. The die photograph is shown in
Fig. 11(a). The equivalent physical layout view from Innovus
is shown in Fig. 11(b). The yellow encircled areas are the
designs presented in this work whereas the grayed designs are
unrelated projects on the same die. The design inhabits an
SPI interface and control/reset/debug mechanisms. Fig. 11(c)
zooms in to the lower section of the R-DR architecture, and
we take a closer view to one of the PDs on the right. The area
in red is the entire area needed to place the generator circuitry
(oscillator, four registers and PGs). It is possible to see the area
ratio and to understand that the added cost is small. On top
of this region, a Metal-4 vertical line passes which connects
to the power grid mesh of the core.

We have constructed tailored measurement boards for the
chip with measurement access for each core independently.
The measurement is possible to be carried out directly (through
e.g. a passive current probe without an amplifier), or after
an on-board preamplifier. Architectures under investigation
were clocked with a 6MHz clock frequency for a conservative
security evaluation which nicely captures all digital activities
without leakage overlap of different computations (i.e. reduc-
ing the noise). The measurement board is depicted in Fig. 18 in
Appendix A. Importantly, special care was taken in the design
of our board to reduce noise and parasitics. For example,
grounding planes of the different regulators were separated.

The device was powered from an on-board linearly reg-
ulated low noise power supply, while its current absorption
has been measured through a 0.1Ω precision resistor. To
improve the SNR ratio, we have used an on-board x10 gain
preamplifier, placed on a properly designed ground plane
to ensure better signal integrity. Current traces have been
collected by a Picoscope 5244B running at 500MS/s, providing
12 bits of amplitude resolution. For each round (clock cycle)
we had ∼84 leakage samples and ∼1200 for a full trace.

Starting with a visual inspection of the leakage traces, Fig.
12(a-c) illustrate the mean leakage, quantized over the 12
oscilloscope bits, over time samples. It is possible to see the
10 rounds of an AES-128 for the CMOS design (Fig. 12(a)):
each large and small current peak matches a clock rising and
falling edge in a round. For the WDDL design, shown in Fig.
12(c), it is possible to see large current peaks both in the rising
and the falling clock edges (precharge and evaluation phases).

We follow with evaluating the resulting SNRs of the dif-
ferent architectures and finding the best POIs. The SNR(t) of
the CMOS, R-CM and the R-DR designs are shown in Fig.
12(d-f). While targeting one Sbox output and computing the
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Fig. 11: Manufactured device: (a) chip micro photograph (b)
corresponding (pre-fabrication) view (c) zoomed-in view of
partitioned region and randomizer.

SNR, it is visually evident that both the rising and falling
edges of the clock carry information. We have computed the
SNR and correlation coefficient (resulting from a CPA attack
with a Hamming weight model) and found the best POIs
per architecture. The blue (red) marked points provide the
larger (in absolute value) SNR (correlation) for 10∗106 traces.
As expected, the POIs of these two collide when the actual
leakage does fit well enough the model, and sometimes do not
(where the actual leakage does not fit well enough the model).
We next use theSNR derived POIs. It is further shown that:
• The SNR of the {CMOS,R-CM,R-DR} designs are in the

scale of {10−3, 10−4, 10−5}, respectively. A closer look
vs. the number of measurements follows next.

• With the R-DR design analyzed in Fig. 12(f), the signal
becomes close to the noise level (i.e. SNR of further away
rounds) for the amount of measured traces.

To conclude the investigation of the SNR and to draw some
more general conclusions, we collected 100 ∗ 106 traces and
computed the SNR vs. the number of traces (in the optimal
POI) for all designs. The resulting plots are shown in Fig. 13.
In this figure, both axes are in log scale and we can observe:
• The CMOS SNR stabilizes at 5 ∗ 10−3.
• The R-CMdis SNR stabilizes at 2 ∗ 10−3 — we assume

this reduction is the resulting effect of the power supply
decoupling through the disabled PGs mechanism.

• The R-CM SNR stabilizes at 5.5∗10−4 — this reduction
corresponds to the intended effect of the noise generators.

• The R-DRdis SNR stabilizes at 3 ∗ 10−4 — this cor-
responds to the effect of the signal reduction (WDDL)
while the noise generation is disabled.

• The R-DR SNR stabilizes at 5∗10−5 — we assume this

reduction is due to the joint effect of the noise generators
and the signal reduction.

• As the level of security increases, the number of traces
required to set on a stable SNR value rapidly increases,
from 2 ∗ 106 traces for the CMOS design to 70 ∗ 106

traces for the R-DR design, which leads to a significant
measurement effort.

To better understand the effect of the evaluated mechanisms,
we also investigated the leakage distribution of the different
designs. Fig. 14(a) shows the leakage probability distribution
of the R-CM and R-CMdis designs (quantized with 12 and
16 bits of the oscilloscope when needed). As expected, the
R-CM distribution is much wider due to the randomizer. Fig.
14(b) shows the leakage distribution of the R-DR and R-DRdis
designs. As expected, the R-DRdis distribution is more narrow
due to the signal reduction, and the R-DR distribution is much
wider due to the randomizer. However, clearly the randomized
distributions are biased. This is due to physical defaults leading
to a suboptimal distribution of Rjnorm (the correction of which
is not simple post-P&R and therefore not an “ask less” goal).

To conclude the post-fabrication evaluation phase, we follow
with computing the IT metrics on the collected traces, namely,
the PI and the HI. Fig. 15 shows in solid and dashed lines the
HI and PI (respectively) of all evaluated designs vs. the number
of profiling traces @POI. A nice observation from the figure is
that after 7∗106 traces, all the PI and HI values converge (note
that the Y-axis is in log-scale). The interval between the PI
to HI value of a given architecture reflects the uncertainty we
have regarding the worst-case leakage (i.e. the tightness of the
bound). In practice, in our reduced noise experimental setup it
is quite small for all designs. Two more important observations
are that: (1) comparatively, the asymptotic values of the curves
of the different designs follow the trends already observed by
the SNR vs. #samples (2) the #profiling-traces required to
stabilize the PI value gradually increases with the security level
as expected. Regarding the quantitative values from the figure,
the CMOS design leaks 10−1 bits of information on the 8-bit
subkey. The R-CMdis design leaks 7∗10−2 bits of information
which is not a very significant gain in security, presumably due
to power lines decoupling. The R-CM design leaks 3.5∗10−2

bits of information, which is only a factor of two less due to
the noise generation and is not sufficient to hide the large
information leakage of pure CMOS-based architectures. The
R-DRdis design leaks 2 ∗ 10−2 bits of information, which is
the sole contribution of the embedded signal reduction. In turn,
it highlights the ‘imperfect’ nature of our WDDL primitives.
Finally, the R-DR design leaks 3 ∗ 10−3 bits of information,
which demonstrate a considerable reduction in information-
leakage (similarly to the SNR trends).

One important observation related to this final plot is that
the MI values observed are significantly higher than the SNR
values observed in the Figure 13. This difference can be
explained by the shape of the distributions in Figure 14 which
are not Gaussian. So this result shows that in the context
of signal hiding countermeasures involving a randomization
mechanism, security evaluations based on the SNR (which
relies on a Gaussian assumption) can overstate the security of
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(a) CMOS rolled (mean) (b) R-CM, enabled (mean) (c) R-DR, enabled (mean)

(d) CMOS rolled (SNR),
y scale: x10−3

(e) R-CM enabled (SNR),
x10−4

(f) R-DR enabled (SNR),
x10−5

Fig. 12: Measured leakages and corresponding SNR/correlation: (a-c) leakages measured from our ASIC chip of {CMOS,R-
CM,R-DR} designs, respectively; (d-f) computed SNR/correlation of the {CMOS,R-CM,R-DR} designs, respectively.

Fig. 13: SNR(t=POI) vs. the #traces for all architectures.

an implementation, and therefore worst-case bounds for the
MI are actually handy to reflect the actual security level. Note
that despite the MI values are larger than the SNR ones, the
next section will show that the low cost MI reductions that we
reach (compared to a CMOS design) can have high practical
relevance in the context of masking.

As a final note, we mention that we also wanted to under-
stand how sensitive our security evaluation is to variations
of environmental factors (e.g. voltage and temperature). A
detailed examination of our device with a monitored power
source inside an oven was performed and the results are given
in Appendix B. The main observation is that the CMOS and
R-CMdis designs are more sensitive to such variations than
the R-CM, R-DR and R-DRdis designs. That is, they leak
significantly more in extreme cases. By contrast, the noise-
generation circuitry ‘protects’ the R-CM and R-DR designs
from leaking more information in such extreme cases, and the
R-DR design has especially limited sensitivity thanks to the
anyway nicely reduced signal (details in appendix B).

(a)

(b)
Fig. 14: Leakage distribution of (a) R-CM and R-CMdis

(quantization with 12-bits ADC) and, (b) R-DR and R-DRdis
(quantization with 16-bits ADC).

IV. COST VS. SECURITY TRADEOFF

We conclude this paper by discussing the overhead factors
associated with the proposed architectures. The main goal
is to highlight that the revisited hiding mechanisms support
considerable security gains at limited implementation cost.

Starting from a baseline comparison in nominal conditions
(room temperature, nominal supply voltage and 6MHz of clock
frequency), Table I lists MI metrics from the previous section
(approximated as the mid value between the estimated HI and
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Fig. 15: P/HI (@POI) after a 10-fold cross-validation (with
90% train -10% test sets), for the: CMOS, R-CM-disabled,
R-CM, R-DR-disabled, and the R-DR designs.

65nm Area Energy @6MHz* Max. Freq. MI

CMOS 150um X
170um (X1)

400 nJ
(X1) 400MHz** 10−1

R-CMOS 120um X
300um (X1.41)

520 nJ
(X1.3) 340MHz 3.5 ∗ 10−2

R-DR 160um X
300um (X1.88)

910 nJ
(X2.27) 170MHz 3 ∗ 10−3

TABLE I: Cost and security metrics for the different AES
architectures in nominal conditions. * of 10 rounds, ** note
that our aim was not to push for maximum performance, but
rather a straight forward synthesis

#shares Area
(kGE)

Area
overhead #shares Area

(kGE)
Area
overhead

2 6 1 10 67 11.1
3 10 1.6 11 80 13.3
4 19 3.2 12 95 15.8
5 24 4 13 105 17.5
6 30 5 14 122 20.3
7 38 6.3 15 138 23.3
8 47 7.8 16 157 26.1
9 60 10

TABLE II: Approximate area overhead for an AES DOM [36].

PI bounds), and several cost metrics (area utilization, energy
per encryption, and maximum frequency).

As clear from the table, the area utilization of the R-CM
(resp. R-DR) design is only x1.4 (resp. x1.9) the one of un-
protected CMOS implementation. This factor implies that the
extra cost of power domains separation and noise-generation
embedding is 41% from the total area, while the cost of the
signal reduction (i.e. the reminder) is 50%. Note that metrics
such Gate-Equivalents or gate count are not representative as
we are interested in the entire area cost (spacing, routing,
isolations etc.). Regarding the (average) energy per encryption,
we see that the noise generation cost is quite small: 20% for
the R-CM and 11% for the R-DR design. The reason for the
difference is that the power drop over the randomizer depends
on the actual current load of the logic and parasitic network
capacitances. These clearly vary from one block to another.
On the other hand, the cost associated with the WDDL signal
reduction is a bit less than x2 in terms of energy. This is
expected due to the precharge RTZ mechanism and the logic
duplication of some of the internal gates. Overall, a rough
area and energy footprint of x2 for such mechanisms is quite
minimal considering the described security gains.

We follow with a cost vs. security tradeoff discussion. For
this purpose, let us start with an example and consider an
exemplary target security level corresponding to MI= 2−32 ≈
10−10. As per [14], it means that at least 232 ≈ 1010 traces
are needed to break the implementation (that is, the security
level is inversely proportional to the MI).

Our goal is to qualitatively evaluate what is the added value
of the proposed designs prior to masking. For this purpose,
we first recall the area utilization overheads available for the
Domain Oriented Masking scheme in [36]. The authors have
implemented an AES with a quite standard hardware masking
scheme (reflective of the state-of-the-art). In Table II, we
provide the area utilization (in terms of gate equivalents, kGE)
and the area overheads while increasing the number of shares
(#shares). From Table I, we know that MI(CMOS)=10−1,
MI(R-CM)=3.5∗10−2 and MI(R-DR)=3∗10−3. Knowing that
the MI of a masked implementations decreases as MId [14], it
theoretically implies that for CMOS, we would already need
10 shares to reach this low security target, meaning an area
overheads factor of 11. For R-CM, this would be reduced to
7 shares, implying an area overhead factor of 6.3*1.4=8.82
(corresponding to the masking overheads times the hiding
overheads). For R-DR, this would be further reduced to only
4 shares, and an overheads factor of 3.2*1.88= 6.

We next illustrate this tradeoff in a larger scale thanks
to Fig. 16, where the same analysis is repeated for various
security targets. The figure shows the target MI (in log scale)
on the left Y axis and the total area overhead factors on
the right Y axis, versus the #shares (on the X axis). The
curves with a triangle marker correspond to the CMOS design
masked with DOM (red curve for security level and blue for
area overhead); the square marked curves correspond to the
R-CM design masked with DOM; the circle marked curves
correspond to the R-DR design with the DOM masking. The
horizontal gray-scale lines indicate exemplary security targets.
From them, it is possible to search for the crossing of the
CMOS, R-CM or R-DR security curves (in red), and from
these intersections, to find the appropriate area overheads and
compare. Following this analysis, we observe that R-DR is by
far the best in terms of cost vs. security, leading to area savings
of up-to 20 depending on the security level. In general, we also
conclude that side-channel signal hiding becomes increasingly
useful as the target security level increases.

We acknowledge that the Noise level and SNR depend
on the type of masking, the implementation technology and
the architecture (e.g. serializing). However, this final section
is aimed at showing trends and clarify the potential impact
of our design. In general, regarding our round-based design
and the serialized architecture of DOM, the area trends we
indicate represent a worst-case as Sboxes-parallel architectures
get more expensive with d. As a final remark, we mention that
in addition to these attractive cost factors, an equally important
aspect of our proposal is that the design effort is negligible:
we utilize fully standard flows and tools (see Appendix A).

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have implemented in a tailored combination two natural
side-channel signal hiding techniques with the aim of using
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Fig. 16: Area overheads & security target for various DOM
masked designs.

their joint instance as a building block. Namely, WDDL logic
and a novel simple, local, security-scalable noise generation
engine. Both demonstrate concrete SNR and MI reduction. It
is demonstrate how simple evaluation metrics are not sufficient
to capture complex leakage measurements of systems designed
for side-channel immunity; and provide theoretical area/energy
gains that can be obtained by utilizing such instances in
combination with masking. The proposed “ask less, get more”
strategy enable considerable reduction of the masking order.
The results are supported with theoretical analysis and ex-
haustive simulation and 65nm ASIC fabrication results with
multiple and full AES encryption cores. We believe that this
work provide good understanding and formulation of what
we need to ask from different mechanisms to reduce cost
and complexity to gain a certain security level; and that side-
channel signal hiding revisited in this way is highly efficient.
We believe that many research directions opens-up from this
work including better improving the uniformity of the local
randomizer, implementing combined systems with masking
and improving on cost factors with other techniques.

APPENDIX A
THE PROPOSED AUTOMATED DESIGN FLOW

In this Appendix we elaborate on the proposed ASIC design
flow. In Fig. 17a we illustrate a standard design flow steps
from synthesis, through post synthesis timing, back-end design
and sign off verification stages. Fig. 17b illustrated the design
flow we modified to reach the required design. Starting from
the synthesis stage, we restrict the standard cell library to a
reduced set of cells, which we know easily how to transform
to WDDL cells. I.e. Flip flops, ANDs and ORs of all input
sizes and inverters. The inclusion of inverters is an artifact
of using standard CMOS synthesizers which must accept
such cells for synthesis. At later stages we eliminate those.
Constraining the library set can be performed with standard
library groups directives of synthesis tools or by providing
a dedicated and reduced .lib files. Following synthesis and
once a netlist is generated we use a script to do necessary
manipulations as illustrated in the gray cloud in Fig. 17b:
(1) parse netlist; (2) duplicate all nets and appending an
_B to their name to indicate an inverted net; (3) duplicate
all logical cells while transforming ANDs to ORs and vice-
versa and appending an _B to their instance names and input
and output signals; (4) replacing all inverters cells with wire
crossing; (5) duplicating all flip-flops and appending precharge
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Fig. 17: EDA flows: (a) standard (b) proposed

mechanisms (NORs) at their outputs; (6) at design boundaries
we manage IOs by duplicating input and output signals,
inserting inverters and buffers as required and adding artificial
load capacitances (as matched as possible). Specifically we
used perl scripts to perform these stages quite elegantly and
easily (it can be alternatively done by any other scripting
language, e.g. python). We followed by performing timing
and logical verification. To embed the randomization circuitry
we synthesized it once using dont_care, dont_touch
directives and then another perl script appended it to the
power network signal of each of the modules (equivalently
power domains) that were described in the design partitioning
diagram from above. We follow by verifying timing again
with the power gating libraries used. This later stage was
performed while enforcing the timing modes to evaluate the
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VDD=1.2V T=18◦ VDD=1.0V T=5◦ VDD=1.0V T=35◦
SNR MI SNR MI SNR MI

CMOS 5 · 10−3 10−1 3 · 10−3 8 · 10−2 4.5 · 10−3 9 · 10−2

R-CMdis 2 · 10−3 7 · 10−2 1 · 10−3 4 · 10−2 1.7 · 10−3 6 · 10−2

R-CM 5.5 · 10−4 3.5 · 10−2 3 · 10−4 1 · 10−2 3.5 · 10−4 1.5 · 10−2

R-DRdis 3 · 10−4 2 · 10−2 1.2 · 10−4 1 · 10−2 2.1 · 10−4 1.8 · 10−2

R-DR 5 · 10−5 3 · 10−3 2 · 10−5 9 · 10−4 1 · 10−5 8 · 10−4

VDD=1.5V T=5◦ VDD=1.5V T=35◦
SNR MI SNR MI

CMOS 8 · 10−3 3 · 10−1 7 · 10−3 2 · 10−1

R-CMdis 4 · 10−3 9 · 10−2 3 · 10−3 7.6 · 10−2

R-CM 9 · 10−4 5 · 10−2 7 · 10−4 2.1 · 10−2

R-DRdis 4 · 10−4 3.2 · 10−2 2.3 · 10−4 1.1 · 10−2

R-DR 3.8 · 10−5 2.3 · 10−3 1.5 · 10−5 1.6 · 10−3

TABLE III: Security metrics for different external power
supply voltage and temperature

Fig. 18: Test board: test chip is in the socket at the bottom
where around the socket are multiple dedicated pre- and post-
amplifier measurement points for the different isolated cores.

worst-case scenario, i.e. all power gates are shut down but
one. The back-end flow performed was power domain based
flow with CPF specifications and finally we perform sign-
off stages. Clearly for the entire flow once these ‘artificial’
elements are inserted we set dont_touch to all cells and
networks and the optimization is only allowed by placement
allocation and buffer insertion if it is a must. These entire steps
are fully automated with the standard tools, libraries and flows
and can be performed by an experienced designer, making it
highly attractive. Furthermore, all verification stages can be
performed as part of the normal flow without any custom cells,
such as power-grid (IR), signal-integrity steps etc.

APPENDIX B
TEMPERATURE AND VOLTAGE DEPENDENCE

In this Appendix we evaluate security-metrics while varying
environmental factors. Such variations may be attributed to
malicious parties (e.g. VDD [V] tempering) or due to honest
environmental conditions (e.g. T in ◦C). To control the power
supply voltage DC, we vary the stable, low-noise power-
regulator on-board in the range: VDD ∈ {1, , ..., 1.5} [V] and
For temperature control we use the Votsch VT 7004 chamber
while sweeping across temperatures of {0, ..., 35}◦ C.

In Table. 3 we list the extreme points of our analysis. i.e.
low/high voltage with low/high temperature combinations. The
main observations are that lowering the supply voltage by

200mV in general reduces the SNR and IT metric which is rea-
sonable due to further signal-reduction with VDD’s lowering
and increasing the external supply voltage by 300mV (above
which IOs are not guaranteed to function correctly), does the
opposite which corresponds to further increasing the signal due
to voltage increase. Relating to temperature changes, generally,
reducing the temperature for the same voltage level increases
the SNR and the IT metric. This is reasonable due to less
electronic noise owing to lower temperatures. The specific
observations are that the CMOS and R-CMdis designs are
more sensitive, and for (e.g.) high voltage and low temperature
leak significantly more than the R-DR design. Both the R-CM
and R-DR designs does not leak significantly more in those
situations. This might be explained due to the noise-generation
circuitry which is dominating for those designs. In fact, the
R-DR design counter intuitively leak quite similarly even with
high-voltage and low temperature to the nominal case.
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